CFDR Update: February 23, 2018

Speaker Series – Wednesday, February 28
The Tradeoff Paradox: Examining the Relationship between Racialized Poverty Segregation and Industrial Facilities in the U.S. Over Time
Dr. Kerry Ard
School of Environment & Natural Resources, Ohio State University
Wednesday, February 28, 12:30-1:30 pm
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 207

Good Luck to Susan Brown and I-Fen Lin!
Drs. Susan Brown and I-Fen Lin submitted an R15 renewal application to the National Institute on Aging for their research “Health and Well-being Effects on Later-life Divorce and Subsequent Repartnering.”

Workshop and Conference on Formal Demography - Applications due March 5
The Berkeley Population Center and the Center on Economics and Demography of Aging are sponsoring a summer workshop and conference on formal demography, to take place June 4-8, 2018. The first part is a 3-day workshop on formal demographic methods. Trainees will learn a variety of methods and applications with a hands-on active-learning approach. The next two days will be a conference with presentations by leading demographers. For more information about the program, the conference and how to apply, visit the program website.

CFDR Workshop Handouts and Slides Available on Our Website
Workshop materials are posted at this link on the CFDR website. Click on Workshop Archives for handouts from past semesters.